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Deriving feature weights for CBR using weight calculation algorithm  

This example demonstrates how to derive feature weights for CBR. Weights can be derived for both 

types of problems: supervised (e.g. classification) as well as unsupervised (e.g. clustering). In case of 

classification problems a different sets of weights can be derived for each type of classification 

output or group. In segmentation problems, different weights can be derived for specific 

demographics if segmentation is to be done at micro level. In personalization, weights can be 

derived for every individual based on his/her transactions (which reflects buying and spending 

behaviour).  

Data set used is loan data which is used in various examples (e.g. getting started with WKA Studio). 

The screen shot of LoanData2 table. All fields are numeric. 

 

Step 1: Create app Loan App 2 with following options 

 

This option will create 
config for feature 
weight calculation 

IsDefaulted is output field. Output 
values, 0 means good borrower, 1 
means borrower defaulted 
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Step 2: Open Feature Weight interface, select and check config created by Create App Interface. Set 

parameters (data type, min max values, slot value etc.) for each feature appropriately.  

 

Check this in case weights to 
be calculated for each type of 
output value (type ID). 
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Features added in the list. 
All features are included 
except key feature. 

Set appropriate 
parameters. Education 
has distinct values, slot 
size is set to 1 

Skip this feature as 
it is output feature 
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Step 3: Open CBR Interface and create a CBR rule key (also called as CBR Run Time Config, it 

represents set of feature weights, cut offs, similarity function etc.) for each set of possible dynamic 

CBR weights (at run time any key can be set). In this example, there are two possible values 0 and 1. 

Create two CBR rule keys and one for global weights as shown in the following screen shots. 

 

Step 3.1: Add CBR rule key and save to DB  

 

 

Possible values of group 
(type ID values) 

Name of CBR rule key e.g. 
ClassWts_1 to store feature 
weights corresponding to output 1 

This will create CBR rule config key 
by taking all currently selected 
weights, cut offs etc. for each feature 
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Step 3.2: Check weights saved through Query Interface 

 

Step 4: Open Feature Weights tab again. Select output value (e.g. 1) and corresponding CBR rule key. 

Click on Calculate/update Weights button to update feature weights in database corresponding to 

selected CBR rule key e.g. ClassWts_1. 

 

 

Saves current CBR Rule Key into 
database. It stores in table 
specified in dynamic query, set for 
run time config. 

Saved weights can be seen through query interface by 
selecting table. This table (appName_CBRRuleConfig) is 
automatically created. Use Query builder’s Refresh Tables 
option to see changes made in database schema. 

This means weights calculated 
for output value 1 will be 
updated to rule key: ClassWts_1 

This shows status of execution. 16 entries are made in 
LoanApp2_FeatureWeights table and 8 entries CBR rule key table 
LoanApp2_CBRRuleConfig. At the same time rule key is updated in 
memory (can check change in weights of features using CBR interface) 
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Entries created in table 
LoanApp2_FeatureWeights 

Entries updated in table 
LoanApp2_CBRConfigRule 

Calculated final weights of the 
features (they are between 0 
to 1, where 1 means 100%) 

Use this option to update global 
weights (on entire data set)  

Weight is updated for 
feature LoanData2.Address 
for rule key ClassWts_1 from 
default: 12.5 to 11.57 
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Step 5 (optional): Reload weights of all CBR rule keys from database using Reload button (in CBR: 

Global Options) of CBR Interface, in case weights are not properly reflected. 

 

Weights can be studied/analysed by copying and pasting them into spread sheet 

 

This means two CBR rule keys are 
loaded/updated in memory (ClassWts_1 and 
ClassWts_0, each one having 8 features) 
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Following histograms (can be viewed through Query Interface) show values of features: Address and 

Employment for class ‘1’ are more skewed to certain values corresponding to class ‘0’ so their 

relative weights are more. 

 

Step 6: Test the results by selecting CBR rule key. SET_CBR function can be used to select weights 

corresponding to CBR rule key using CBR option parameter SetFromRunTimeConfig or RuleKey 

 

 

Histogram of address and employment values 
for Class ‘0’ (good borrowers) 

Histogram of address and employment values 
for Class ‘1’ (defaulters) 

Sets weights of CBR features to 
weights corresponding to CBR 
rule key: ClassWts_1 
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Execution of CBR system using different weights (CBR rule keys) 

 

 

 

Sample comparison of similar values using CBR Rule Key: ClassWts_1 and Default weights (set by 

user/Create App interface). Following example shows ClassWts_1 weights work better than Default 
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weighs (each feature was assigned equal weight). For same problem case, CBR can be executed for 

each type of class (output value) and ideally should give more matching with examples to which 

problem case belongs e.g. problem case with ID:100 is matching more with ClassWts_1 compared to 

default weights. 

 

 

 

 


